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# Date Resp Notes       - 2023 Jan 21 – Mar 26 

1. 2023 
03-26 

3     
 J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · 9h  

@LinkedIn @LinkedInHelp 
It’s now such an important networking tool it’s strange that some most 
chaos causing bugs remain. Critical responses to opening tablet news 
feed posts of are so often erased in draft by a feed reset making the post 
impossible to return to. Much damage! 
1 1  12  

2. 2023 
03-26 

2 
 

 
 J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · 11h 

@DoctorVive 
Might the whales and the far right be both doing the same thing, 
expressing horror and rage for its own sake, not knowing another way to 
object to the global mass suicide in the air? I think so, and a tab of 
missing survival instinct is what the doctor prescribes! 
1  12   

3. 2023 
03-26 

2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · 11h  

The discovery that created life seems to be rediscovered by every 
successful life, how to get off the suicidal escalator of endless growth. It’s 
self-control, respond ing to what’s threatening to tear the new life apart, 
yielding the resources to the new needs. Lots of examples!  
10  

4. 2023 
03-25 

2  
 J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25  

@DoctorVive 
All the more reason to help the good business 
 people see the world destruction their blind rules for remote control of 
unknown contexts are doing to us. Then point to how ALL successful 
growth turns to care to survive. The list. 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… The shape 
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JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639607691680141315/photo/1 
9  

5.    
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 24 

Carbon uptake by ocens in the last decade 4% Land 17% It's 
#HotHouseEarth o'clock #ClimateEmergency art -> 
https://e360.yale.edu/digest/1.5-degrees-climate-change-tipping-points-
2030… scientists warn that rising temperatures degrading the ’s ability to 
soak up C02, threatening to further exacerbate climate change 

   
/CodeRedEarth/status/1639292017355177985/photo/1  
2 30 32  2,340 
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@CodeRedEarth 
All the more reason to find ways to help the good business people see 
the world destruction their blind rules for remote control of unknown 
contexts is doing to us. Then point to how ALL successful growth turns to 
care to survive. The list. 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf…  
The shape. 

     
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639606557968158720/photo/1  
3  

6.  4 

2 
 

 
    David Ullrich   @DavidUllrich202  · Mar 24 
Five years ago a sense of urgency existed with a can-do attitude to fix 
hydrology yet nothing changed. Water is running out faster today then at 
any other time since the Great Dust Bowl. 
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   https://t.co/pwiwPoIA7l  
qz.com We must fix the broken water cycle before it dooms civilization–
again The future of water security is going to depend on working with 
nature, rather than against it. 
 4 7 34    872  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to @DavidUllrich202 
The core problem is that people in business follow rules to blindly remote 
control and disrupt unknown contexts, and so while very many are caring 
people, their blindness to what their rules do is destroying the earth. 
How to get through? A great change in plans for survival? 

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639602647962472448/photo/1  
1  9  

7.  2 

2 
 

 
  Prof Julia S. #ClimateAction #FightFascism  @JKSteinberger · Mar 24 
Feels surreal being here in placid Switzerland as just across the border, 
French people are demonstrating their world superiority in popular 
revolution, once again. Be more French everyone. Solidarité. Photo: 
Anadolu Agency/Getty Images 

   
JKSteinberger/status/1639247546567589890/photo/1  
37 153 562   62.1K  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
Replying to @JKSteinberger 
Yes, heroic, but also both sides expecting more money, which calls for 
more blind remote control of other people’s and nature’s business for 
profit. That’s also where all the conflicting interests come from, so, 
upping the problem isn’t the real solution, caring for the future is 
 37  

8.    
  Vanessa Spedding   @VanessaSpedding  · Mar 24 

A major and bloody brilliant development - “understood to be the first 
time in legal history that barristers have engaged in a collective act of 
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civil disobedience.”  
Quote Tweet 

 Plan B Earth @PlanB_earth · Mar 24 
BREAKING: Leading lawyers join civil resistance movement by refusing to 
prosecute Just Stop Oil #LawyersAreResponsible https://bit.ly/3lLLlwa 
1 1 3  203 
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
Replying to @VanessaSpedding 
Care will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
 4  

9.  3 

2 
 

 
    Fiona Tribe   @white_owly  · Mar 25 
Loving, despite the barriers. Creating, despite the unknowns. Laughing, 
despite the pain. Finding meaningful ways to be in the world right now is 
the ultimate form of resistance. 
1 8 23  1,957 
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@white_owly 
Love will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
 34  

10.  3 

 

 
     Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Mar 25 
Preparing the slides for a webinar I'll give today in the Design School for 
Regenerating Earth... We will explore how "bioregional activation" works 
in practice and how we will be doing this together in the months and 
years ahead. 

 `   
cognitivepolicy/status/1639571168775512065/photo/1  
2 5 19   2,900  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@cognitivepolicy 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
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our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
 8  

11.  4 

2 
 

 
    Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 24 
From #Climate Scientist @joellgergis "I wonder if we may have already 
pushed the planetary system too far" From "What Really Keeps Me Up at 
Night: A #Climate Scientist's Call to Action --
>https://therevelator.org/gergis-climate-change/… 
#ClimateEmergency 

   
CodeRedEarth/status/1639380921223634944/photo/1  
11 60 81   2,618   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@CodeRedEarth 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
 10   

12.  3 

3 

 
      Neil Smith   @Machiavellecon  · Mar 23 
Meme redux. 

 
Machiavellecon/status/1638877362036125696/photo/1 
 1 2 7  256  
= 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@Machiavellecon and @Phil_Free_ 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
1 1  14  
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13.  2  
    Phil   @Phil_Free_  · Mar 25 
Top lawyers defy bar to declare they will not prosecute peaceful climate 
protesters 

    
https://t.co/zaXZgthJdy  
theguardian.com Top lawyers defy bar to declare they will not prosecute 
peaceful climate protesters Six KCs among more than 120 mostly English 
lawyers to sign pledge not to act for fossil fuel interests  
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to @Phil_Free_ 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
1  8   

14.  4 

2 
 

 
   Prof. Eliot Jacobson   @EliotJacobson  · Mar 24 
I am a doomer because we are doomed. There is no time-frame for the 
collapse of global industrial civilization and 6th great extinction. But it 
requires a huge leap in collective human consciousness to conclude that 
collapse is not going to take place over the next 25-50 years. 
72 138 771 32.9K  
= 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@EliotJacobson 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
1  31   

15.  4 

2 
 

 
   Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 24 
"Pie-in-the-sky fantasies of carbon capture and geoengineering are a way 
for decision-makers to delay taking real action."  
@RebeccaSolnit art  
https://theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/mar/24/ipcc-report-we-
must-stop-burning-fossil-fuels… #ClimateEmergency  
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CodeRedEarth/status/1639379756884938754/photo/1  
98 155 320   9,334 
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to  
@CodeRedEarth and @RebeccaSolnit 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
 12   

16.  4 

2 
 

 
  Just Collapse   @JustCollapse  · Mar 24 

What does it take to live a simple, sustainable life? A solar panel, a cuppa 
tea, a bicycle – all rely on the ecocidal global industrial machine. This is 
why we must #TalkCollapse for a #JustCollapse. 
8 5 36   1,311    
= 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 25 
 Replying to @JustCollapse 
Talk will help make the collapse of injustice more possible and preserve 
our cultures if the economy really collapses too. It will also help if the 
blind decision-makers steering us toward a real collapse are helped to 
quickly see what growing remote control for profit does! 
 33   

17.    
   CASSE   @SteadyStateEcon  · Mar 17 
Degrow the economy, so we and our children can continue to have 
moments like this–moments of intimate play with the living world. 
Otherwise, as we see happening now, play and leisure will be flattened 
and commodified into nothingness.  

`    
SteadyStateEcon/status/1636736634212196353/photo/1 
2 4 19   630  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 23 
 Replying to  
@SteadyStateEcon 
But what does one do with the degrowth requiring a business survival 
instinct reaction to it’s favorite activity, exponentially undermining the 
resources it profits from? 
 9   
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18.  4 

 

 
  CASSE   @SteadyStateEcon  · Mar 20  

Today’s IPCC synthesis report makes it clear that our current climate 
action strategies are woefully insufficient. We need to do a whole lot 
more RIGHT NOW to secure a livable future. It’s time for demand-side 
solutions to become part of the playbook. Its time for degrowth. 

   
SteadyStateEcon/status/1637830563712081920/photo/1  
1 3 4  257    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 23 
 Replying to  
@SteadyStateEcon 
Yea, totally misrepresenting the actual shape of the real exponential 
atmospheric growth rate of the greenhouse effect! 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
3   

19.  4 

- 

 
    CASSE   @SteadyStateEcon  · Feb 2 

  
 SteadyStateEcon/status/1621200473481961474/photo/1  
5 24 60   4,777   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 23 
 Replying to @SteadyStateEcon 
Math’s not right, but that’s the popular idea. Turns out that ANY rate of 
growth is a plan to reach for infinity and fail. Check it out. GOOD growth 
ends by giving its resources to the care of what it grew! 

      
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639103327316353025/photo/1 
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20.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 23 @SteadyStateEcon 

Here’s a tough one. You’ve been around the block a few times, and 
notice that people can chat away enjoyably sometimes and be unaware 
of not understanding each other at all. Does that explain why business 
decisions can be so blind to their effects? 

21.  4 

2 
 

 
   Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 21 
The geology always told the story of the #ClimateCrisis The 
paleontological data was always there. Scientists pointed to it to warn 
leaders and humanity, but they decided to go with models that 
unaccounted for feedbacks and included carbon drawdown. 
#ClimateEmergency 

   
CodeRedEarth/status/1638384290072338434/photo/1  
53 125 190  6,341  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 22 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
The magic of exponentials, missing the intuitive survival instinct for when 
to back off! 

   
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
22   

22.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 22 

Do people have feasible strategies for changing the course of events? We 
need them now! Could they movements join to convey our fate to public 
and professionals, to trigger our survival instinct, so we act alive and care 
for ourselves, not suicide. ALL life does it. WE COULD! 
1 16 

23.  4 

3 

2 

 
    Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 21 
We are on course for 4C , 7C according to Hansen "A 4C future is 
incompatible with an organized global community, is likely to go beyond 
'adaptation,' is devastating to the majority of ecosystems and has a high 
probability of not being stable." #ClimateEmergency #IPCC 
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CodeRedEarth/status/1638172676580835330/photo/1  
181 199 300  11.6K  
= 

    Herb Simmens   @Herbsimmens  · Mar 21 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth and @JulianCribb 
Dr. Hansen also called for the temporary use of solar geoengineering to 
cool the planet. 
1 1  131  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 22 
 Replying to  
 @Herbsimmens @CodeRedEarth and @JulianCribb 
The question then, given the clarity of the threat, is fundamental. Does, 
or can, our civilization trigger its survival instinct? That crisis and test is 
faced and passed by every living thing, when it’s embryonic growth 
resources go to caring for its life, instead of suicide. 
1  13  

24.  2 
 

 
   Les W Kuzyk   @AnotherWealth  · Mar 21 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
expect probable collapse ... know Deep Adaptation strategies 

   https://t.co/XjzBVhgny8  
deepadaptation.info Connect - Deep Adaptation Forum Let’s get 
connected News and inspiration Subscribe to our newsletters Subscribe 
me Subscribe to our volunteer newsletters Subscribe me Subscribe to our 
blog Subscribe me Sign up for the DA […] 
 2  80   
= 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 22 
 Replying to @AnotherWealth and @CodeRedEarth 
The question then, given the clarity of the threat, is fundamental. Does, 
or can, our civilization trigger its survival instinct? That crisis and test is 
faced and passed by every living thing, when it’s embryonic growth 
resources go to caring for its life, instead of suicide. 
1  5   

25.  4 

3 

 
   George McNally   @GeorgeMcNally54  · Mar 21 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
It's only gone up a trifling 1.1 in a century. Most predictions settle out 
around 2 by the end of the century. This is nothing to be alarmed at and 
may even be a good thing. 4 to 7 are not supported and used to create a 
sensationalist reaction. 
2 6 111  
= 
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    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 22 
 Replying to @GeorgeMcNally54 and @CodeRedEarth 
Those are the estimates that aren’t ezpxponential. 

  
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
 2    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 22 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
The question then, given the clarity of the threat, is fundamental. Does, 
or can, our civilization trigger its survival instinct? That crisis and test is 
faced and passed by every living thing, when it’s embryonic growth 
resources go to caring for its life, instead of suicide. 
1 1  17  

26.  2 
 

 
    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 21 
 Replying to @VanessaSpedding @KevinClimate and @ResponsibleSci 
That is the issue indeed. It could be understanding growth as invariably a 
startup *event* that generally results in either significant whole system 
success or failure. We’re NOT assured big success if we take big risks with 
the lives of our children!! 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1638171984248078341/photo/1  
 13   

27.  4 

4 

2 
 

 
  Jason Hickel   @jasonhickel  · Mar 20 

This image from today's IPCC synthesis report is brutal. The existing 
policy trajectory represents a profound failure of our governments, and 
of our international political system. We need much more aggressive 
mitigation and much stronger international cooperation. 

   
jasonhickel/status/1637809317758873604/photo/1  
176 4,673 7,859   1M   Show more replies    
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= 

  Jason Hickel   @jasonhickel  · Mar 20 
And in terms of international cooperation, we need the Fossil Fuel Non-
Proliferation Treaty, which now has strong support from scientists and 
civil society. We need a clear and binding plan for phasing out fossil fuels 
in a just and equitable way: 

   https://t.co/LVJC0jA790  
fossilfueltreaty.org The Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty Initiative 
Climate change, like nuclear weapons, is a major global threat. That's 
why the world needs a Fossil Fuel Non-Proliferation Treaty.  
13 133 511 24.2K  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 20 
 Replying to @jasonhickel 
What you don’t notice is how powerful your silence is on the main 
survival issue facing us, HOW TO CONVERT the use of profits from 
MULTIPLYING our our crises to RESPONDING to them. YOU, our whole 
crowd, the UN AND the IPCC are ALL PROMOTING THE CAUSE. 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1637998357682479104/photo/1  

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1 
  42  

28.  3  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 20 

 Replying to @jasonhickel 

   
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
267   
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29.  4 

2 
 

 
  Robert Šifrer   @RobertSifrer  · Mar 17  

Nizko porabo elektrike (energije) imajo samo države z lakoto in revščino. 
V to nas peljeta namenoma Levica in Golob. +Umanotera in Greenpeace 
Quote Tweet 

 Aravindh C. @arvv · Mar 16 This is why I don't support degrowth 
especially for poor countries like ours Yes, we must move away from cars 
towards buses & trains But standard of living needs to improve That 
means more people getting electricity, food, things like fridges, washing 
machines & phones, etc 
Show this thread  

 
 arvv/status/1636456636398157824/photo/1  
6 16 40   2,322  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 20 
 Replying to @RobertSifrer 
Yep, kind of implied by the direct coupling of GDP and energy 

  
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1637832221376622597/photo/1  
1  8  

30.  2 
 

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 20 

Amazing NY Times graph of weather extremes from 2000, showing the 
recent radical increase 

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1637808000491454464/photo/1 
 2  24   

31.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 20 

with locations of the the six main locations for extreme drought and 
extreme rain. Notice the implication of sustained periods of local upper 
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atmosphere centers!! 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1637806630103392257/photo/1  
1  6   Show this thread   

32.  4 

- 

 
  Samuel Arbesman   @arbesman  · May 9, 2022 

Almost a decade ago, I wrote an essay about the wonders of Long Data: 
https://wired.com/2013/01/forget-big-data-think-long-data/… 
I am still fascinated by the kinds of datasets that span centuries so I plan 
on using this thread as a placeholder for ones that I find. Please feel free 
to follow along. 

    
https://t.co/i3bx4oVdGt  
wired.com Stop Hyping Big Data and Start Paying Attention to 'Long Data' 
Our species can’t seem to escape big data. We have more data inputs, 
storage, and computing resources than ever, so Homo sapiens naturally 
does what it has always done when given new tools: it goes...  
5 39 127     
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 19 
Replying to @arbesman Great article and ref’s. I’ve written innovative 
long data papers 2007-1 and 2019-2 in my pub list and and developed 
system recognition tools and rules for it 1999-1, see: 
https://synapse9.com/jlhpub.htm know publishers for it?? Collapse of 
NYC Crime on lt. and Growth of warming rt. 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1637644743663398912/photo/1  
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JLydiaHenshaw/status/1637644743663398912/photo/2 
  8  

33.  3  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 

There’s so much more information in data than science usually reads. 
The changes of life are eventful but also laced together by continuities, 
some of which can be coaxed from data far more truthfully than with 
probabilities or equations they treat the driving flows as noise. 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1  
1 1  81   

34.  2 
 

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17  

/1 @onthemedia 
“The floodgates were opened” idea of how extreme rightwing talk took 
over, seemed great except for not asking why. Why were those 
disfigured voices so passionate, and VERY welcomed by their audiences? 
Might it have been explosive turnover and disruptive change? 
1  22   

35.  2 
 

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 

/2 The rate of change in how we live has been DOUBLING every 25 years 
or so. So conservatives angry about life’s DISRUPTIONS may lash out. It’s 
irrational to blame what’s new, rather than growth’s disruptive cause, 
but it serves their need for passion! 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
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 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1  

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1636902380477267971/photo/2  
1  8   

36.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 

/3 https://synapse9.com/signals Reading Nature’s Signals 
 8   

37.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 @onthemedia 

To reveal where the ever growing inequities of modern life came from 
you’ll have to go much wider a further back than even you have been, 
though that is your outstanding achievement. We complained about 
uncontrollable oppositions in our first story, Adam and Eve. 
1  81  Show this thread 

38.  2  
     J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 
“Trying to control remote contexts one is also detached from” is nearly 
all one can do with abstract concepts for putting value into things to take 
multiplying value out. So, it’s the classic curse, profiting from our 
separation from nature, the most desired and evil thing we do. 
1  21   

39.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 

So… that puts Europe and the US with help from all over the world, 
leading a remarkably popular suicide mission to destroy everything we 
profit from. Could it fail? Well, regaining our senses, to suddenly reverse 
course to care for ourselves, has worked for others, just not us. 
 18  

40.  2  
    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17  
@thetakeaway 
That history of some having privilege and other pushed away, has other 
sides to look at, like it being economic prejudice as much or more than 
social. No doubt it hurt, but the cause was one culture’s great success in 
making new use for less used resources. 
1  13   

41.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 

Thinking of white people as representing domination is, of course, a use 
of what is being complained about. So, it’s not a cure for real injury, but 
an inflated straw man not at all representative of the exceptional 
diversity of the successful communities. Bad a MAGA’s manias. 
 6   
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42.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 17 

Is clear to some, at least, that there’s something wrong, when the 
greatest civilization in history is built on a rare suicide mission, and its 
people have been complaining about their separation from nature from 
their first story, Adam and Eve. Taking without giving is crazy! 
 19   

43.  4 

2 
 

 
  nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Mar 9 

There is a deep mishap lodged in the illusion of possible control of living 
complex systems without nth order destruction. I suggest most of the 
current ideas around 'change making' --are infected w this epistemology 
of control. Inherently, control is a violation of ecology. 
14 58 186  14K    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 15 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
That’s going a bit far, wise sounding, but sweeps in being responsive, 
usually to care for (control) something going out of (self) control. The 
main danger of control is blindness to the contexts it is interfering with. 
Clarity for panicky times? 
1  25  

44.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14  

@BrianLehrer 
Oh it's quite impossible to conserve your way out of exponentially 
increasing demand from investors growing the economy. No not a simple 
problem, a very ancient one, we need to fully address to return to the 
good life!! 
 3   

45.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14  

@BrianLehrer 
Though the failed solutions failed, we still have a chance and duty to 
address the cause. We can still motivate those blinded to the harm of 
growing our demands, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling !  

 
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
 2   

46.  4 

4 

- 

 
  Dr. Genevieve Guenther   @DoctorVive  · Mar 11 

I am just appalled by the media coverage of @POTUS 's decision to 
approve the Willow oil drills in Alaska. WHY is the framing "Biden vs the 
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activists," when even the @IEA says that meeting the 1.5C target of the 
#ParisAgreement requires no new fossil energy development? THREAD  
Quote Tweet 

 Jennifer A. Dlouhy @jendlouhyhc · Mar 10 
NEWS: The Biden administration has decided to authorize a mammoth 
ConocoPhillips oil project in Alaska, despite arguments from 
environmental activists who say it will push the world closer to climate 
catastrophe. https://bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-03-10/biden-
officials-back-alaska-oil-project-called-carbon-bomb?sref=vdNmoUVL… w 
@JenniferJJacobs 
280 900 2,439  718.2K   Show more replies    
= 

  Dr. Genevieve Guenther   @DoctorVive  · Mar 11 
She at least mentioned the IEA, but only as context for what 
"environmental activists ... have argued," and this sentence suggests that 
the IEA was warning governments away only from the "most catastrophic 
impacts of climate change," some extreme outcome, when in fact... 5/n  

 
 3 23 110  5,578   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @DoctorVive 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 1  

47.  4 

- 

 
  Dr. Genevieve Guenther   @DoctorVive  · Mar 11 

 Replying to @DoctorVive 
...the IEA has said that nations must stop permitting new fossil energy 
projects in order to meet the 1.5C target of the Paris Agreement, the 
very mainstream, global agreement that @POTUS recommitted the 
entire US when he took office. https://iea.org/news/pathway-to-critical-
and-formidable-goal-of-net-zero-emissions-by-2050-is-narrow-but-
brings-huge-benefits… 6/n 
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4 31 136  5,661    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @DoctorVive and @POTUS 
Yes indeed, Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the 
contexts they invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to 
care for their world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 3  

48.  4 

- 

 
  GO GREEN   @ECOWARRIORSS  · Mar 13 

The oceans are dying A noxious red tide has descended on the U.S. East 
Coast, killing fish resulting in in around 20 tons of dead fish and debris 
washing up on Florida beaches since December 12, as well as dead 
turtles and manatees 

    
https://t.co/lednC87MfR  
newsweek.com Red tides sparked by human activity and effects of 
climate change The red tide is caused by blooms of algae, which produce 
dangerous chemicals known as brevetoxins that can kill marine life and 
harm humans.  
35 135 183   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @ECOWARRIORSS 
Yea, Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts 
they invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for 
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their world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 1  

49.  4 

3 

 
  AnthropoceneMPG, 2.0   @AnthropoceneM  · Mar 13 

#ToSaveOurPlanetGroundFossilFuels 

  
 AnthropoceneM/status/1635403375843115008/photo/1  
1 8 26  367   
 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @AnthropoceneM 
Yep, Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts 
they invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for 
their world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
1 1  54   

50.  3 

- 

 
  Bill McGuire   @ProfBillMcGuire  · Mar 13 

This is how capitalism works. The state (i.e. the tax-payer) needs to keep 
its nose out of corporate business......unless and until they need bailing 
out.  
Quote Tweet 

 Vivek Ramaswamy @VivekGRamaswamy · Mar 13 
It’s a bailout, pure & simple. For years, SVB and its cronies lobbied for 
looser risk limits by arguing that its failure wouldn’t create “systemic 
risk” and wouldn’t need special intervention by the U.S. government. Yet 
now the same cronies claim SVB was “systemically important.” 
2 5 17  1,490  
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @ProfBillMcGuire 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 

51.  4 

- 

 
  Peter Dynes   @PGDynes  · Mar 13 

No matter what party is in power - they all want the fossil fuel power - 
“Biden expected to OK Alaska oil project” - nothing will change without 
fundamental system change. 
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   https://t.co/f0YZAFTGNP  
politico.com Biden expected to OK Alaska oil project – a blow to his 
green base The expected approval of the massive Willow oil project 
would be just the latest shift by Biden toward the political center before 
a potential reelection bid.  
13 29 80   2,177  
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @PGDynes 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 

52.  4 

- 
 

 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 13 

Way worse than previously thought *so much of that it's unreal. Double 
the amount previously believed - CH4 emissions from the Wastewater 
Sector one of the largest anthropogenic sources of methane in the world. 
#ClimateEmergency Phys.org-News 

  
CodeRedEarth/status/1635455709260259330/photo/1  
43 77 130   3,506  
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
1 1 

53.  3 

2 
 

 

  Phil    @Phil_Free_  · Mar 14 
“Britain has been revealed to be one of the worst countries in the world 
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for the state of its biodiversity, having lost nearly half of it since the 
Industrial Revolution.” The truth about Britain’s wildlife crisis is stark | 
Geoffrey Lean 

   https://t.co/jDJnBGNf6H  
theguardian.com The truth about Britain’s wildlife crisis is stark: the timid 
BBC must let David Attenborough tell... For years the great presenter was 
criticised for not speaking out. Now he has his voice, fear and politics 
can’t get in the way, says environmental journalist and broadcaster 
Geoffrey Lean 
 1 6 7   226 
 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @Phil_Free_ 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
1  4  

54.  2 
- 

 
  Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Mar 13  

Remembering how much Matt impressed me when we met back in 
2008... imagine if people did to banks what he did with self-publishing by 
inventing Wordress. 
Quote Tweet 

 Matt Mullenweg @photomatt · Mar 13 
Seems like a good time to re-share my 2009 essay, "Starting a Bank" aka 
Safebank: https://ma.tt/2009/08/starting-a-bank/… An interesting 
evolution of this would be a non-fractional reserve bank, funded by 
subscriptions, and skeleton staff. 
1 6 489  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @cognitivepolicy 
OK, Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 2  

55.    
  Dr. Larry B Keating   @DrLarryBKeating  · Mar 13 

Imagine what will happen to global markets as we approach 2+ C ??!!! 
100s millions or 1 to 2 billion people on the move. Uncontrolled 
"DeGrowth" 
Quote Tweet 
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 Ellen Kagan @kagan_ellen · Mar 13 Biden pledges 'whatever 
needed' as banks feel force of SVB fallout 
https://reuters.com/markets/asia/bank-stocks-plunge-resumes-svb-
market-turmoil-continues-2023-03-13/… 
1 1 2   84   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @DrLarryBKeating 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 

56.  - 

3 

 
  Phil    @Phil_Free_  · Mar 14 

“So a rise in blooms will mean more methane will be pumped into the 
atmosphere–& methane is 80 times more potent than carbon dioxide at 
warming the atmosphere.” Scientists warn of ‘phosphogeddon’ as critical 
fertiliser shortages loom 

   
 https://t.co/D9tHYHOcb8  
theguardian.com Scientists warn of ‘phosphogeddon’ as critical fertiliser 
shortages loom The excessive use of phosphorus is depleting reserves 
vital to global food production, while also adding to the climat   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @Phil_Free_ 
Yea, another feedback! Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks 
to the contexts they invest in and rely on, to revive their parental 
instincts to care for their world as a struggling ! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
1 1    43  

57.  3  
    Dr. Larry B Keating   @DrLarryBKeating  · Mar 13 
major supply chain disruptions inflation starts to really escalate again. 
How will the Fed combat this without raising interest rates? 
Quote Tweet 

 Dr. Larry B Keating @DrLarryBKeating · Mar 13 
How will this impact the fight to lower inflation to 2%? What this is really 
telling me is that we never really solved the problem of 2008. Rates were 
just kept at near 0%. How hard is it to make money if rates are 0%.What 
happens if due to more covid, Ukraine-Russia issues 
twitter.com/DrLarryBKeatin… 
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2 1 2    65   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @DrLarryBKeating 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 

58.  4 

- 

 
     Peter Kalmus   @ClimateHuman  · Mar 13 Man, I'm sorry but fuck 
the rich. 
231 313 2,494    85K    
= 

 J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @ClimateHuman 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 1 

59.  4 

4 
- 

 
     Prof Julia S.  #ClimateAction #FightFascism   
@JKSteinberger  · Mar 14 
So there is this trend whereby people are shocked, shocked I say!, that 
fossil-fuel-free tech and infrastructure requires anything but unicorn 
farts to run on, and use this argument to oppose ramping down fossil 
fuels.  
15 29 152   20.8K  
= 

    Prof Julia S.  #ClimateAction #FightFascism   
@JKSteinberger  · Mar 14 
I am pretty sure this argument (which seems to be especially prevalent in 
francophone spaces, fwiw) originated in fossil fuel industry 
disinformation campaigns, but have not read about it. @amywestervelt 
@GeoffreySupran @NaomiOreskes @KetanJ0 do you know of any 
research on this? 
3 2 22     2,519   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @JKSteinberger @amywestervelt and 3 others 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 3  
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60.  3 
- 

 
  Todd Youngblood   @todd_x_y  · Mar 13 

The Commons is. Soil, water, and sky, the foundation of life and a home 
for humanity. Perceived in part - but invisible as a whole; it is here, there, 
and everywhere. Everything is born from it, and everything returns to it; 
it is past, present, and future. The Commons is. 
3 11 46    2,117   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @todd_x_y 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 2   

61.  4 

2 

 
  Paul Maidowski   @_ppmv  · Mar 14 

"What we're trying to do is to return the Earth to a livable planet." Yes, 
watch this excellent video by @RepairClimate @Sir_David_King . 
Unproven, but it's truly insane not to invest $ dozens of billions per year 
into Marine cloud brightening + such tech to save livable futures. 
Quote Tweet 

 George Soros @georgesoros · Feb 16 
Climate change in the Arctic Circle gravely threatens all people. To 
counter this threat, we need to reduce emissions, remove excess 
greenhouse gasses, and–most importantly–refreeze the Arctic. WATCH 
Sir David King explain his revolutionary method: 
https://bit.ly/RefreezeTheArctic… 

   
georgesoros/status/1626372733784272896/photo/1  
2 3 5   1,100  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @_ppmv @RepairClimate and @Sir_David_King 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
1 9 

62.  2  
  r3.0   @r3dot0  · Mar 14 

Why the UNSDPI are a life saver for true sustainability reporting & why 
you should attend the April 19/20 or May 24/25 Training, offered by r3.0 
and CSO? Consider System Value Creation, in contrast to reductionistic 
ESG Progress Reporting based on Enterprise Value Creation only! 
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r3dot0/status/1635593588573880320/photo/1  
1 1 1 102  
= 

    r3.0   @r3dot0  · Mar 14 
Next Training options: April 19/20, May 24/25 Registrations: 
https://lnkd.in/e2T7Vxja 
1 1  33   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @r3dot0 
Still need the training to motivate people blinded to the risks to the 
contexts they invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to 
care for their world as a struggling  
! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf…  
2  

63.  4 

- 

 
  Earthjustice   @Earthjustice  · Mar 14 

Water flows downstream, meaning pollution upstream – in wetlands, 
streams, and other waters – affects water quality far and wide. The Clean 
Water Act exists to protect the health and safety of our nation’s waters. 
With Sackett v. EPA, those protections are at risk. 

   
Earthjustice/status/1635627588784893952/photo/1  
7 53 136   3,942  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @Earthjustice 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
invest in and rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their 
world as a struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 

64.  2  
    Vanessa Spedding   @VanessaSpedding  · Mar 14 
*Superb illustration* of the only way forward to a living future for all 
Quote Tweet 

 Timothée Parrique @timparrique · Mar 14 
Degrowth as a transition from a growth economy to a post-growth 
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economy. 
Show this thread 

   
timparrique/status/1635573164431355905/photo/1  
1 3    126   

65.  3 
 

 
    Ugo Bardi   @gelderon52  · Mar 13 
The road to Hell is smooth and easy. How a whole population can be 
caught in a spiral of madness that nobody knows how to stop.  
https://senecaeffect.com/2023/03/are-evil-gods-returning-or-is-evil-
is.html… 

  
 gelderon52/status/1635340340822683648/photo/1  
1 2 4    237    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @gelderon52 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their world as a 
struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 1  

66.  4 

2 

 
  Brett Scott   @Suitpossum  · Mar 14 

No money is ever 'wiped off' stockmarkets. It's illusion that's lost 

  
 Suitpossum/status/1635591086377963520/photo/1  
5 6 34    5,990   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @Suitpossum 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their world as a 
struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf…  
11  
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67.  4 

2 

 
  Prof Steve Keen   @ProfSteveKeen  · Mar 14 

“Why difference equations are making us dumb”. Differential equations 
are the path of enlightenment. 
 4K views 
3 10 47  6,343    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @ProfSteveKeen 
Still need to motivate people blinded to the risks to the contexts they 
rely on, to revive their parental instincts to care for their world as a 
struggling ! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
1  25  

68.  4 

2 

 
  Rachel Donald   @DeBeaudoir  · Mar 14 

In the midst of a climate crisis we're putting more effort into balancing 
books with digital carbon credits than protecting the biosphere. 
3 8 37    1,383   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @DeBeaudoir 
And… failing to motivate the good people blinded to harming our world 
with endless growing demands on it, to collectively act like parents and 
care for our world’s survival. http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 19  

69.  4 
- 

 
  Kasper B.R.Bjørkskov   @KBRH87  · Mar 14  

A pathway towards a regenerative society - infographics - poster free to 
for everyone and can be downloaded here - https://we.tl/t-svBrONnzg3 
Thanks to for being the inspiration  
@timparrique @KateRaworth @jasonhickel 

   
KBRH87/status/1635532786080665601/photo/1  
11 77 248   42.7K   
= 

   Kate Raworth   @KateRaworth  · Mar 14 
Replying to @KBRH87 @timparrique and @jasonhickel 
nice! Is it final, or still open to suggestions? there are a few things i'd 
tweak to make it sing.  
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5 3 62    7,747   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 
 Replying to @KateRaworth @KBRH87 and 2 others 
Ah… but the devil is in the detail, the vision totally missing how to 
motivate business and investors literally blinded to the threat. The long-
shot is reconnecting them to the contexts they rely on, reviving a 
collective survival instinct w/o panic. http://synapse9.com/signals 
  303 

70.     

71.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14  

@eringriffith 
Good writing. The vulnerabilities of the tech sector, are very small 
compared to those of an economy dependent on exponential profit from 
a finite and destabilized . A smooth way out does exist, IF finance 
switches to saving itself, not sacrificing the earth . 
1  6   

72.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 

He root problem is that sensible people profiting from abstract rules and 
concepts – detached from their contexts – were truly blinded to so-called 
“externalities,” that multiplied the destruction of their planet. 
1  5  

73.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 14 

So… reconnecting with contexts would start the lasting cure, the revival 
of our collective survival instincts. No time to delay, though, we’ve 
pushed things so far! http://synapse9.com/signals 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 3  

74.  2  
 J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 12 

What concerns me about the explosion of forced global migration, is that 
it clearly comes from not building the world economy right. I think we’re 
obligated to care, but it would be more profitable for everyone to 
sacrifice for correcting the error than inviting everyone over! 
 21  

75.  4 
 

 
  zeynep tufekci   @zeynep  · Mar 12 

A nice explanation of “what happens when tech helps remove friction” 
from bank runs. Friction matters. Also, every time we noted the dangers 
from such friction lowering about *everything else* tech disrupted 
similarly, Silicon Valley shrugged and lectured “it’s just a tool”. 
Quote Tweet 

 Jim Bianco biancoresearch.eth @biancoresearch · Mar 12 
Lots of really bad takes about SVB. Let’s try and correct This is not a 
solvency crisis like 2008. Bad loans or poor investments were not made. 
Money was not lost. So, everyone is going to get their money back. (And 
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please no takes about no interest rate hedging.… Show more 
12 45 228   108.6K    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 12 
 Replying to @zeynep 
Yep, speed kills! Did you know “steady growth” is a euphemistic name for 
a path of ever faster increasing scale, rate, acceleration, and accelerating 
acceleration of change, also called “jerk” or just “explosion.” Anyone for 
infinite jerk? 
   116  

76.  4 
- 

 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 11 

That pic is going to be iconic, or it should be if it doesn't become iconic. 
Could you have ever imagined a future where humanity faces an 
existential crisis and authorities attack the scientists or anyone trying to 
stop it.? #ScientistRebellion #ClimateEmergency 

  
 CodeRedEarth/status/1634659084686204935/photo/1  
231 403 678   35.1K   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 12 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
Well, par for the course, maybe? As the overshoot disrupts the work and 
thinking of everyone faster and faster, we’ll see more mistakes made for 
sure. Even the IPCC went to all its effort pursuing a solution sure to make 
all our growing much problems, prioritizing growth!  

  
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1635027244115718144/photo/1  
1    28  

77.  4 
- 

 
  George Monbiot   @GeorgeMonbiot  · Mar 10 

The BBC's shocking cowardice on this issue is itself highly political. 

   https://t.co/jDJnBGNf6H  
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theguardian.com BBC will not broadcast Attenborough episode over fear 
of ‘rightwing backlash’ Exclusive: Decision to make episode about natural 
destruction available only on iPlayer angers programme-makers 
 208 2,238 8,756  336.6K   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 10 
 Replying to @GeorgeMonbiot 
But… what about floor dropping out? 
   47  

78.  4 
- 

 
  Dr Charlie Gardner   @CharlieJGardner  · Mar 10 

My dear fellow conservation scientists - if the information we produce 
can't even be shown on TV these days, at what point will you agree that 
simply producing information is no longer enough? 

  
https://t.co/jDJnBGNf6H 
 theguardian.com BBC will not broadcast Attenborough episode over fear 
of ‘rightwing backlash’ Exclusive: Decision to make episode about natural 
destruction available only on iPlayer angers programme-makers 
 172 1,340 3,878  193.9K   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 10 
 Replying to @CharlieJGardner 
It’s kind of miraculous that people don’t see that there’s a time for 
multiplying your parts to create a viable whole, then making it the time 
to stop multiplying, and care for it as it gains experience in its new home. 
The purpose of growth is to create, not destroy! 

   
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1634269060966825990/photo/1  
1    625  

79.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 10  

@BrianLehrer 
The reason for the Dem failure is that the party makes no effort of any 
kind to learn from the electorate. We know a lot it’s unaware of. It’s NOT 
that the party knows and gains to teach. It could use teaching to be a 
way learn too, of course 
 2  

80.    
  nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Mar 9 

 Replying to @NoraBateson 5. The intimacy of the entanglement is vivid, 
moves in liquid and gaseous movements, (not lego blocks) -- squint your 
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eyes, tilt your head-- feel it in the periphery, approach with awe. 5 6 53   
  1,517   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 9 
 Replying to @NoraBateson Well, can’t do away with escalating fear in a 
world driven toward multiplying conflict by the blindness to ever-growing 
disruption of world and local contexts …. by good moms and dads 
following simple detached rules for multiplying money! The Sys Sci has 
been clear, no interest 

   
 1 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1633810047271616515/photo/1  
  36  

81.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 8  

@WhiteHouseCSO 
Isn't it time to consider the global dangers of economic collapse caused 
by the UNFORCED CHOICES of people and businesses, previously held 
harmless, like investing in multiplying the scale of the economy's global 
impacts? https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 2   

82.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 7  

@GeorgeMonbiot 
Shouldn’t we help the good professional moms and dads, …guiding our 
world’s endless fateful spiral, …like Ugolino promising to change fate to 
save themselves, …only to sacrifice their children …that growth to the 
limit …exhausts every chance of recovery! 

   
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1633272740139479043/photo/1  
6   

83.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 7  

@NewsHourArts 
I’ve watched architecture promise to change it’s stripes in the next ten 
years every year for the last sixty! It expresses great pride in beautiful 
work, and blindness to the exponential shape of our misguided image of 
life. 
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JLydiaHenshaw/status/1633269467575734272/photo/1  
 1  

84.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 7 

Why does growth become SO aggressive? It starts so small it has to be 
aggressive, but then keeps multiplying, and only ends well if it softens as 
it finds how to fit in. Sadly thats not our world, ever more aggressive the 
bigger we get, anybody’s fool on a very fragile planet. 
 32   

85.  4 

2 

 
 nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Mar 7 

Huge damage has been done. Learning from the mistakes of the past is a 
way to show the dignity of being human. Justifying, negating, denying 
those mistakes is an ugly way of obscuring the necessary learning. If 
people are afraid to admit being wrong/bad; dignity is double binded. 
6 17 70   3,625   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 7 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
Then there’s the great temptation to keep pouring resources into failed 
strategies, blind to the likely total collapse dissolving one’s most 
important relationships. So, the double bind is between trying to keep 
impossible and necessary promises, like Ugolino losing his sons. 
1 3    170  

86.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4  

Perhaps it’s telling each other, and especially the youth, the old and new 
stories of people pursuing great visions that started to threaten their 
homes and communities. Some see how to use gains to care for them 
instead and make new connections. Life is change, maybe to last.  
28  

87.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4  

@g_kallis 
Or… wish we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 4  

88.     

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4  
@DrJamesHansen 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
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connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 2  

89.  4 
 

? 
  UN Geneva   @UNGeneva  · Mar 1 

UN expert José Francisco Cali Tzay will conduct an official visit to Canada 
(1-10 March) to examine issues affecting #IndigenousPeoples, including 
the implementation of the UN Declaration on the rights of Indigenous 
Peoples, the right to self-determination, to land and resources. 

 
 UNGeneva/status/1631123409261174791/photo/1  
9 23 61   4,789  

90.  4 
- 

 
  Rupert Read    @GreenRupertRead  · Mar 2 

Many of you will have seen Michael Benfield's comments on the BBC. As 
the Green Party turns 50, can we afford to keep the same election-
focused strategy, and if not, what could take its place? My new piece in 
Greenworld explores this. (Long-ish read) 

  
 https://t.co/TNGitwMu4U  
 greenworld.org.uk When time is not on our side, can we afford to keep 
the same strategy? As the Green Party turns 50 and Party co-founder 
Michael Benfield tells the BBC that he thinks the game is up, Rupert Read 
and Joe Eastoe argue that it is time for the Green Party to take a long,... 
 1 6 7   1,366   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @GreenRupertRead 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 4  

91.  4 
 

 
  BBC News (UK)   @BBCNews  · Mar 2 

Too late to save environment, says Green Party co-founder Michael 
Benfield 
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https://t.co/TNGitwMu4U  
bbc.com Too late to save environment, says Green Party co-founder 
Michael Benfield says the situation is very dire, and mitigating disaster is 
now the best hope. 
 111 61 127   212K   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @BBCNews 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 

92.  4 
 

 
  BBC Politics   @BBCPolitics  · Mar 2 

It's too late to save the environment "at this moment", Green Party co-
founder Michael Benfield says But Green Party deputy leader Zack 
Polanski cautions against underestimating "the importance of hope" 
https://bbc.in/3kGytXP 
9 56 53   24.3K   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @BBCPolitics 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 1  

93.  4 
 

 
  Peter D Carter   @PCarterClimate  · Mar 3 

TOO LATE TO SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT --GREEN PARTY FOUNDER. 
Michael Benfield, UK Green Party fonder told BBC the "battle for the 
world's environmental survival lost. Today's science says he is tragically 
right. https://bbc.com/news/uk-politics-64815875… #environment 
#GreenParty. #savetheplanet 

   
https://t.co/TNGitwMu4U  
 bbc.com Too late to save environment, says Green Party co-founder 
Michael Benfield says the situation is very dire, and mitigating disaster is 
now the best hope. 
 10 51 75   2,279   
= 
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  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @PCarterClimate 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 5  

94.  3 

2 

 
  Stuart Thomson *Public Affairs*   @Redpolitics  · Mar 2 

It's too late to save the environment "at this moment", Green Party co-
founder Michael Benfield says But Green Party deputy leader Zack 
Polanski cautions against underestimating "the importance of hope" 
https://bbc.in/3kGytXP 0:35 5.8K views From  BBC Politics 
 2  63   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4  
Replying to @Redpolitics 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 13  

95.  2  
  Andy Vermaut   @AndyVermaut  · Mar 2 

Andy Vermaut shares:Too late to save environment, says Green Party co-
founder: Michael Benfield says the situation is very dire, and mitigating 
disaster is now the best hope. https://t.co/e6NCupcAAq  
Thank you 
2  42   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4  
Replying to @AndyVermaut 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 3  

96.  2  
  Blackpool & Fylde Green Party   @GreenBpoolFylde  · Mar 2 

[Michael Benfield says the situation is very dire, and mitigating disaster is 
now the best hope] 
Quote Tweet 

 BBC News (UK) @BBCNews · Mar 2  
Too late to save environment, says Green Party co-founder Michael 
Benfield https://bbc.in/3kFliq5 
2 1  184   
= 
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  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @GreenBpoolFylde 
Or… we could switch to caring for what grew, help it make new 
connections, thrust as it was into it’s new context, to make the best of it 
like all life that survives it’s growth does… following lots of examples! 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
 5  

97.  4 
 

 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 3 

I think one of the most important truths in the #ClimateEmergency are 
those "rates of change" . We are in "instantaneous shock" in geological 
terms as @DrVive states here. 

   
CodeRedEarth/status/1631687893709201409/photo/1  
20 98 167   6,349   

98.  4 
 

 
  Kate Raworth   @KateRaworth  · Mar 4 

Wow. Go Germany. The future of travel is public. 
Quote Tweet 

 Melissa & Chris Bruntlett @modacitylife · Mar 4 
Following the overwhelming success of the nine euro ticket experiment 
last summer, Germany will introduce a permanent €49 pass this spring. 
The monthly subscription will allow unlimited travel on buses, trams, 
subways, and local trains across every region in the entire country.  

  
modacitylife/status/1631922815220822016/photo/1  
50 841 4,329   335K    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @KateRaworth 
Still addicted to growth, though. All of life tells us to change plans when 
thrust into new contexts, to care for what grew and make new 
connections. …might look into that! @TheGreenParty 
http://synapse9.com/signals  
  1,226  
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99.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4  

It is indeed sad given the time and effort applied, humanity has come up 
empty handed on how to save itself. Study of natural survival after 
growth, caring for what grew instead, when thrust into new contexts, the 
needed change is clear. http://synapse9.com/signals 
To  Likes, Comments, Retweets, Views 
@BCGreens   1   
@NZGreens   1   
@greenparty_ie   1 
@LonGreenParty   1   
@gpny   1   5   
@CanadianGreens   1   
 @GreenPartyUS   1   
@TheGreenParty   1   

100.  4 

2 

 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 2 

Too late to save the environment - Green Party *UK co-founder "I'll say 
to you know that it's too late. The battle for the world's environmental 
survival is, at this moment lost." Michael Benfield #ClimateEmergency 
https://bbc.com/news/uk-politics-Z64815875… 

   
CodeRedEarth/status/1631418111273455616/photo/1  
38 67 163   5,541   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 4 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
It is indeed sad that given the time and effort applied, humanity has 
come up empty handed on how to save itself. If one studies how the 
growth of natural systems succeeds by changing plans when thrust into 
new contexts, the needed change is clear. http://synapse9.com/signals 
1  9  

101.  4 
 

 
  Matthew Todd    @MrMatthewTodd  · Mar 2 

The irony is that i’m not that interested in climate change or the 
biodiversity crisis. I’d love to never mention it again. I only go on about it 
because I’m still in shock that so few people in positions of influence or 
power do 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1%20  
12 48 332   11.7K   
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= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 2 
 Replying to @MrMatthewTodd 
Do you have children, or friends or family that do? Failing to identify the 
problem with what you see as normal is sacrificing the lives of future true 
generations. It’s not even climate, but our obsession with multiplying 
anything new till it’s a greater threat than the last! 
   113  

102.    
  Aleks Jakulin   @aleksj  · Mar 1 This is horrifying: "We find 14 

percent of [US Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey] respondents 
reported suffering long COVID at some point, half of whom reported it at 
the time of the survey." 
https://nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w30988/w30988.pdf… 
h/t @SrakarAndrej 
1 3 7  272    
= 

  Aleks Jakulin   @aleksj  · Mar 1 
"Ever having had #LongCovid is strongly associated with negative affect 
(anxiety, depression, worry and a lack of interest in things). #LongCovid is 
also strongly associated with physical mobility problems (dressing and 
bathing), mental problems (recall and understanding)." 
1  115   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 2 
 Replying to @aleksj 
A family member has long COVID and there’s a big difference between 
severe symptoms for years and some discomfort for a month or two, that 
the data in that report oddly does not seem to distinguish between. 
1  51  

103.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 2 

 Replying to @arbesman 
I guess which matters is the relation between your response time and 
the information provided. The long data patterns do show in a subtle 
way that nothing sustainably goes to infinity, but for people its hard to 
read that as positive evidence. But what's more likely to? 
 7   

104.  4 
 

 
  Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Mar 1 

Watching a Wetiko pattern unfold in the social field around me has 
become an advanced skill in my life. Wow, there are a lot of traumatized 
people in the world. Give them love but don't let their pain do harm to 
you.  
5 4 39    1,929    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 1 
 Replying to @cognitivepolicy 
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Why be so obscure? Help people understand how growth responds to 
the need to care for itself? 
1    40  

105.   ? 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Mar 1 

 Replying to @Join1440 
Probably doesn’t notice it’s the accelerating acceleration (I.e., the ‘jerk’) 
that causes one to run out ov time! 
   453   

106.  4 
 

? 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Mar 1 

"The likely rate of change over the next century = 10X quicker than ANY 
#Climate shift in the past 65 million years. " Stanford Not even the best 
Climate scientist in thecould possibly understand what that looks like on 
the ground-what we are about to witness #ClimateEmergency 

   
CodeRedEarth/status/1630992283968438277/photo/1  
14 138 185   5,633   

107.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 21 

 Replying to @wrathofgnon 
Are you exaggerating human maturity? A mature society or person 
would check their facts, but that's what's not occurring. Those managing 
our global pathology are mostly good moms and dads too! What 
cognitive flaw would fit that pattern? I think just one. 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
1    27   

108.  4 
 

 
  Just Collapse   @JustCollapse  · Feb 20 

No options left: The Potsdam Institute assessed 1200 IPPC pathways for 
keeping global warming in check. Based on an assessment of what is 
realistic and reasonable, they determined that none of these pathways 
are viable. 1.5C is long gone –even the UN knows this– and now... 1/2 

   
JustCollapse/status/1627566510867902465/photo/1  
7 44 84   10.2K    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 21 
 Replying to @JustCollapse 
Weird how your graph shows the optimal success in steering the system, 
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when exactly the opposite is still what our plan to perpetuate maximizing 
the system’s growth is producing. “Time to look a growing up” should be 
the new buzz word! 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1628022830095900672/photo/1  
   86  

109.  3  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 20 

 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw and @Peter_Nimitz 
Some more needed on that… sent before finished… 
 6   

110.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 20 

 Replying to @Peter_Nimitz 
That’s fascinating, though need to read the paper, but the 800 BCE 
upturn coinciding with Homer’s emergence as the first great invention of 
story telling 
1    18   

111.  4 
 

 
  Ugo Bardi   @gelderon52  · Feb 19 

We went through some kind of cycle. The system seems to have re-
adapted to high gas prices by consuming less than before. Not a bad 
thing in itself, but it remains to be seen how the situation will evolve. 

    
gelderon52/status/1627401125979619328/photo/1  
3 4 19  1,291    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 20 
 Replying to @gelderon52 
Ugo, Fascinating, but I think the trend may be the minima. Isn’t the 
whole pattern one of profiting on fearful news with prices overshooting 
sales at the peaks, or possibly also driven by attempts to shore up 
reserves? 
   20  

112.  4 
 

 
  nora bateson  @NoraBateson  · Feb 17 

Profit based success measurements make maintenance a cost instead of 
a necessity. When maintenance fails the consequences are no longer in 
the same context. This makes it difficult to address the complexity. The 
consequences of consequences. There is no department for that. 
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15 25 87   7,291   Show more replies    
= 

  nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw 
the department aspect of this post is irony. 
1    32   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
And that irony is a great aid for finding twisted bits of thought to trip 
over? 
1    12  

113.  4 
 

 
  Jordan Perry    @JordanPerry  · Feb 17 

This culture's willingness to sacrifice any and everything in pursuit of 
continued dominance over the web of life is undeniable. The most recent 
example of green-washing nitwits supporting extractive mining 
everywhere so they can keep driving to Starbucks is hardly surprising. 
2 12 45   1,351    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @JordanPerry 
But… do you know and talk about the general growth overshoot 
solution?? Don’t get me wrong, I do like to hear the horror stories, but 
the solution was discovered long ago and isn’t getting discussed. It’s to 
see that system survival depends on using profits to care for itself. 
   15  

114.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 17  

It's a science joke. You know physics is all about rules, right? And you 
know nature is all about relationships? – What?!?!” 
1  57  

115.    
  John Brisbin   @ethicalfeast  · Feb 3 

 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw 
Lots of walking. 
1 2    20    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 3 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast 
Yes! And feeling the sometimes rhythmic dance of steps needed to land 
on firm ground. 
2    10   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 17 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast 
I’m not able to add to the extensive search for how the chemicals for life 
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might have evolved. To me one of the suspicious points would have been 
when simple forms of life grew and then survived to pass on how it was 
done, what civilization now needs to learn again to survive. 
1 1    7    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 17 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast 
I think life may not “need” people, except in the way that looking back, 
everything that built on something else needed it for doing so. 
Interesting, but I kind of doubt that earth-life will leave the earth, 
though. What grew here needed the earth context to grow. 
1 1    6  

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast 
I found a PDF of the book, [Theory of the Earth, Thomas Nail] of but not 
any of the phrases you seem to attribute to him. Do you have any real 
quotes that would locate the section of the book you're referring to? 
 5  
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast 
Oh, yes. When I went to find it I was was looking for a link! 
 6   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast I’d need to see more of his language to tell 
what he’s referring to. 
1 1    3   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 18 
 Replying to @ethicalfeast 
Who is? Do you have a link to the writing you’re referring to? It’s good to 
notice that there are both systems that build organization (and 
concentrate energy), like growth, as well as the opposite, break up 
organization and distribute energy, like decay. Nail may see both. 
1 1    5  

116.  2  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 14 

I had thought we inherited our collapse prone & limitless-growth-
obsessed society plan from Rome, and it from the Mycenaean Greeks. 
Both were followed by long dark ages. But the latter included Egypt, the 
Levant, Anatolia & Greece, too, the whole region. 
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 en.m.wikipedia.org Late Bronze Age collapse - Wikipedia & 
https://t.co/tHvV3USP02  
1 1 1    80  Show more replies 

117.  4 
 

 
   Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Feb 1 

As we give talks and workshops across all these cities this week and next, 
a critical question we bring is how people across the Great Lakes can 
collaborate with each other. 

   
cognitivepolicy/status/1620760075420979203/photo/1  
2 5 20    1,444    
= 

J.L. Henshaw  @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 16 
 Replying to @cognitivepolicy 
Definitely a cool trip. Is anyone responding to the planetary relationships 
rapidly souring and our still globally following fixed rules for maximum 
overshoot? 
   11  

118.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 16 

Nearly everyone can tell when their business,home,or social 
relationships are in danger, we see and feel the context change. Can a 
formula do that, tell when it’s relationships are souring? So, why do we 
run a souring world on fixed, centuries old formulas for going ever 
faster?? 
1    38   

119.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 16  

@BillDavidow 
If the economies are sluggish, we should cheer! It would be a sign that 
we're finally starting to factor in the externalities!! Better late than 
never, but likely we will only think of what we should have done once it's 
much too late. https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 7   

120.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 16  

@AAAS @AAASmeetings https://aaas.org/amendmentThe history of 
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science is trapping the AAAS in the past, letting science totally fail to 
predict, explain, or propose recovery from the use of science to 
destabilize the planet. 40152616 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… 
 7   

121.  4 

2  

3  

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 15  

For clearing our economic growth obsessions be motivated by the mortal 
threat and fascinated by how far back it goes. 
http://synapse9.com/signals 
Quote Tweet 

 DailyOM @dailyom · Feb 14 
Why is it so hard to slow down, simplify, and care for ourselves? Why do 
most clearing efforts peter out? In this breakthrough course, clearing 
expert Stephanie Bennett Vogt teaches how to identify and release what 
keeps you feeling stuck. Learn more at https://dailyom.com/courses/a-
year-to-clear-what-is-holding-you-
back/?aff=96&acct=1onlml&ad=2023021318&img=134&utm_medium=p
pc&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=*%20A%20Year%20to%20Clear
%20What%20Is%20Holding%20You%20Back%20%5Bcid=532%5D-2022-
11-28&utm_content=clearingkw-twitter&g=f… 
   24   

122.  4 

3 

- 

 

 
  Mel Conway   @conways_law  · Feb 15 

If our world seems suddenly unfamiliar, that's because it is. We've 
awakened into a new region of our world in which some of the familiar 
old rules are producing upside-down results. This is a region of scale and 
connectivity with which we have almost no experience. 
2 8 23    3,084    
= 

  mi2old2code   @mi2old2code  · Feb 15 
 Replying to @conways_law 
Technology changes faster than culture can handle it. Culture changes 
faster than biology can handle it. 
2 4  1  09   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 15 
 Replying to @mi2old2code and @conways_law 
And… the driver of ever more rapid acceleration as the system ran into 
ever more destabilizing constraints is what maximized the growth rate all 
along, the compound investment of the profits. Change calls for change, 
and caring for our world, not growing it, would be better. 
2    13  

123.  4 

2  

3 

 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Feb 13 

Other than saying stuff like this does Tony have any power to actually do 
something? That's just an honest question here. I mean if he is the head 
of the UN what does that mean? Don't our leaders just ignore him? 
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#ClimateEmergency 

   
CodeRedEarth/status/1625328584028987393/photo/1  
27 64 146   5,736   S    
= 

  Head Hunter   @ziphunter  · Feb 15 
 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw and @CodeRedEarth 
As to your original comment, yes, what the hell should we be doing? How 
about: Planned contraction of all human endeavours. But can we unite in 
a common cause for the sake of the ecology that sustains us? 
1    11   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 15 
 Replying to @ziphunter and @CodeRedEarth 
Generally, self-organizing systems change behavior as a whole, as how 
they developed to work. New insight might alert the social, financial, 
business, government, and science groups to the mortal threat of growth 
alerting their survival instincts to care for themselves to do it. 
   11  

124.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 14 @SamoBurja 

- What do you think of our connection with the two prior profoundly 
failed civilizations that ours apparently directly descends from? I think it’s 
a fascinating history about how people were overtaken by self-
destructive uses of our special talents! 
Quote Tweet  
= 

 J.L. Henshaw @JLydiaHenshaw · Feb 14 
I had thought we inherited our collapse prone & limitless-growth-
obsessed society plan from Rome, and it from the Mycenaean Greeks. 
Both were followed by long dark ages. But the latter included Egypt, the 
Levant, Anatolia & Greece, too, the whole region. 
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Bronze_Age_collapse… 
   10 

125.  4 

3 

 
 nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Feb 14 There will be no sense of 

community before the polarities and the fractures become new learning. 
First we learn to commune-- then we make community (of learning). 
#WarmData 
1 10 52   3,948   
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= 

 J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 14 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
There are times when things that have cross fertilized then split to carry 
their messages independently, as well. Cell differentiation taking place by 
mitosis too. 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1625552639093051393/photo/1  
   778   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 14 
 Replying to @GleesonEileen and @NoraBateson 
I was just pointing out that sometimes people taking care of different 
things works best. 
   10  

126.  2  

 

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 10 

Navalny, long trailer - wonderful, shameful, honest, clarifying, our 
challenge to rise above the norm 

  https://t.co/Q6JScNSJf5  
 documentarymania.com Navalny A groundbreaking documentary thriller 
about Russian opposition leader and anti-corruption activist,...... 
 1    29   

127.  4 

2  

 

 
  nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Feb 10 

The new online Warm Data host training begins April 24th. It will be in 
EU, S American & N American time zones. I love this course w my whole 
heart & soul: storytelling, intellectual rigor & warm data sessions...Its not 
a tool, its a practice. Apply here: 

   https://t.co/tN60SodI7E  
warmdatalab.net 2023 on-line training – Warm Data Lab ABOUT THE 
COURSE  
2 14 27   2,270   
= 
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  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 10 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
Just a thought. Do you think the ‘warm data’ and ‘reading natural signals, 
approaches to navigation might usefully connect in what they reveal? 
1 1    79  

128.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 9  

@ProfBillMcGuire @billmckibben @bbaue 
would there be any better sense in bringing it up now, that so many 
more people can see and fear what’s coming down the road? 
Quote Tweet 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Dec 31, 2022 
New #systems #physics shows that growth is really an emergence of 
animated self-organizing systems within a fruitful local context. It 
introduces new fundamental questions about causation. Is always “cause 
and effect” or sometimes “find and connect” or both? 
2 1 3  173   Show this thread  

129.    
   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Dec 31, 2022 

For background and inquiry see Language 
https://youtu.be/Xd3aLWMztR0 Lists 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/100CrisesTable.pdf… Research & Contact 
https://synapse9.com/signals 

  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xd3aLWMztR0 
as a knowledge tree for systems *in context* Talk for an ISSS.org Mini-
Symposium series: on directions for unifying systems science. Slides, 
Research, & papers:1 https://sy... 
2    54   
= 

 J.L. Henshaw @JLydiaHenshaw · Feb 7 
 Replying to @JustCollapse 
The tragedy remains the same, pursuing solutions that ignore the 
escalating cause, in this case not seeing the hidden use of profits to 
multiply profit making business driving the whole system overshoot 
breakdown. 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1  
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JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
  10 

130.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 9 

A simplified timeline for the succession of thee organizational directions 
and transformation periods, here labeled G, H, & H and Formation, 
Preparation, & Fulfillment, implied for the development of new systems 
by energy conservation & observation. 

  
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1623872755102846977/photo/1  
   25  You Retweeted  
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @JustCollapse 
The tragedy remains the same, pursuing solutions that ignore the 
escalating cause, in this case not seeing the hidden use of profits to 
multiply profit making business driving the whole system overshoot 
breakdown. 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1  

 
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1 
 2 1    48  

131.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 9 

 Replying to @ianbremmer 
Humorous, but not a practical response unless to wake up those who 
could do something about it. You are in fact one of those who could, if 
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you woke up (no not to world wokeness) but to the world crisis that 
finance is investing in destroying its sources of profit. 
   82   

132.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 8 

Asking the chatGPT the hard questions about how we're to survive 
growth, and the taboo to discussing it!! Images below, text PDF follow 
the link https://synapse9.com/_EnTrans/2023_Feb08-
ChatGPTonSystemSurvival.pdf… 
1 1 1    77   Show this thread   

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 8 
Question 5 

   
1    22    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 8  
Answer 5 & Q & A 6 

   
   22  

133.  4 4 

2 

3 

  zerohedge   @zerohedge  · Feb 7 
World Is Walking Into WW3 With "Eyes Wide Open" - UN Chief Tells 
General Assembly 

    
https://t.co/xTmVYYmLVR   
zerohedge.com World Is Walking Into WW3 With "Eyes Wide Open" - UN 
Chief Tells General Assembly Follows Zelensky asserting that if Ukraine 
falls, then entire world will go to war... 
 53 140 415  119.9K   
 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @zerohedge 
I’m so sorry for you. Putin does aim to leverage power by exploiting the 
crisis of capitalism. Are you sure there isn’t a rule against starting WWIII? 
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Look at the fine print, it must be there, in the principles, that would 
invalidate contrary rules? 
 45  

134.  4 
 

 
  350 dot org   @350  · Feb 7 

Climate impacts explained: What are tropical cyclones, who do they 
affect, and how are fossil fuels making them worse? 
3 6 15    3,206    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @350 
What makes cyclones? Convection! Our backup AC system! That and 
money, persuading us we all need that more than to understand what is 
causing climate change and the UN & IPSS plans, aimed at reducing the 
symptom and multiplying the cause! 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1  
   21  

135.  4 
 

 
  Nina Turner   @ninaturner  · Feb 6 

Capitalism created the poverty that we now see. 

   
 ninaturner/status/1622639696244244490/photo/1  
5,734 2,967 28.2K  5.8M    
= 

  ian bremmer   @ianbremmer  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @ninaturner 
alternative (deeply unsexy but more analytically rigorous) take: 
capitalism has created unprecedented global wealth and the first ever 
global middle class…but also driven new inequalities that governments 
have inadequately addressed. 
18 22 282   39.7K   
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= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @ianbremmer and @ninaturner 
…small detail, capitalism maximizes growing profits, calculated without 
any entry for the costs of its also multiplying disruptive ‘externalities’ 
becoming existential as the whole system crosses its limits of stable 
growth. 

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1 
    41  

136.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7  

@MikeHudema 
Clearly action is needed, but is it to perpetuate the cause of our retched 
excess, maximizing growing profit as it unavoidably grows the 
destabilization of nature and society? 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  

 
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1 

137.  4 
 

 
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Feb 6 

It's a final pillage - a giveaway to the oligarchy. Catabolism is a biological 
term - used in terms of breaking down - destructive metabolism in this 
case. Midnight mass with the oligarchy.."Hell can't seem to wait." 
#ClimateEmergency 
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CodeRedEarth/status/1622751240026263556/photo/1  
1 7 13    462    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
Well, last time I heard, breaking toys voids the warrantee. So it appears 
the wealthy, and most of the rest of us too, have not read our survival 
instinct handbooks! It says clearly in bold red caps, AT VIABILITY 
OWNERSHIP OF ALL SYSTEM PROFITS REVERTS TO THE CARE OF THE 
SYSTEM. 
 5  

138.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7  

@BrianLehrer 
What I’d like to hear Biden say is: “We are now starting, just starting, on 
the wonderful journey of growing up as a society and world, making our 
priority caring for our world as our future guarantee of a good life and 
profits.”  3  

139.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7  

@zhonggg 
I liked the drama of the switching volcanos story, but saying that those 
atmospheric CO2 records are our longest is totally mistaken. Look at the 
curve. Our records go back thousands of years, mountain top measures 
only 64 years! Major CO2 pollution 242 years. 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622958506277232641/photo/1  
1    39   Show more replies    
= 

  Raymond Zhong   @zhonggg  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw  

  
 zhonggg/status/1622973651195924480/photo/1  
1    28    
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= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @zhonggg 
The ice core measures do the same... only from little bubbles of trapped 
air. 
   25  

140.  4 
 

 
  Alf   @MacroAlf  · Feb 6 

No energy consumption -> no long-term, sustainable economic growth. 

    
MacroAlf/status/1622719533759991808/photo/1  
149 1,198 4,099  849.5K    
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @MacroAlf 
That this is so curious to so many people also points to a mysterious but 
popular total misunderstanding of how things work. No wonder there's 
no interest in how compounding profits to multiply business drives the 
whole global breakdown 
1    79   

141.  4 
 

 
  Jason Hickel   @jasonhickel  · Feb 7 

Some extremely important new research published in the Lancet today. 
The conclusion: if we want to secure a climate-safe future *and* ensure 
decent living standards for all, we need unprecedented reductions in 
inequality, and North-South convergence. 

    
https://t.co/yExeoDTrWc  
thelancet.com Reducing global inequality to secure human wellbeing and 
climate safety: a modelling study Resolving the contradiction between 
the current global economic system (with its inherent inequalities) and 
the need for planetary and human health necessitates transformational 
change. Reflecting on... 
 19 386 924  59.7K    
= 

  Jason Hickel   @jasonhickel  · Feb 7 
The Gini coefficient for global income inequality, which has remained 
essentially unchanged for 150 years, would need to fall to a level that is 
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more equitable than even the most egalitarian European countries - and 
fast. 
7 28 187   12.8K   
 

   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @jasonhickel 
That reduction in inequity is chasing symptoms while ignoring the real 
cause, what’s also driving our whole disruptive overshoot. The CENTRAL 
MULTIPLIER driving both inequity and multiplying crises, failing to change 
what we do with profits, a bit hidden, ask if you don’t see it. 
   46  

142.  4 
 

 
  Peter Dynes   @PGDynes  · Feb 5 

80% of all nutrition sustaining this civilization comes from just 3 crops. 
Agri business has destroyed most of the natural biodiversity that 
occurred for thousands of years and with it the natural fertile soils. We 
are now heavily dependent on fossil fuel fertilizer. 
38 242 677   23.6K    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @PGDynes 
And similarly overdependent on magically multiplying money, the real 
driving cause of mono-culturing food and energy. 
 9  

143.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7  

@LinkedIn @Twitter 
Yo, It extremely messes up tablet use to erase the clipboard when briefly 
going to another app for a link and returning. A case of ignoring the user! 
 2   

144.    
  Capital Institute   @CapInstitute  · Feb 6 

"The current sate of the world is not a pending apocalypse. It is a 
teaching. The apocalypse comes about if you skip school." - 
@PaulHawken 
1 5  197    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @CapInstitute and @PaulHawken 
We’re still skipping school, though, redoubling efforts to respond to 
symptoms, ignoring the ever-escalating cause, our use of profits to 
multiply business – unaware of how overshoot multiplies disruptions. A 
little complex but easily to feel similar overshoot in relationships. 
   8  

145.  4 

2 
 

 
  Just Collapse   @JustCollapse  · Feb 6 

The World Economic Forum – a group of influential world leaders – 
demonstrate their comprehensive understanding of our predicament. 
#TalkCollapse because those in power already know, but for a 
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#JustCollapse we need #InsurgentPlanning from the grassroots. 

   
JustCollapse/status/1622506362831007745/photo/1  
10 23 43  2,579    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 
 Replying to @JustCollapse 
The tragedy remains the same, pursuing solutions that ignore the 
escalating cause, in this case not seeing the hidden use of profits to 
multiply profit making business driving the whole system overshoot 
breakdown. 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1622945370350256128/photo/1  

 
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1 
 2 1    48  

146.  2 
 

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 7 

Bateson’s Schismogenesis, SG (opposition inflation) is also seen as 
causing the global failure of sustainability solutions; focusing on 
symptoms and neglecting the cause, myopia, ignorance, the use of 
profits to multiply business, driving the whole system overshoot & 
breakdown. 
1 4    93   

147.  4 
 

 
  Juliet Schor   @JulietSchor  · Feb 6  

Thrilled to have been elected to @aaas . Thanks to @BostonCollege for 
supporting my work. 
Quote Tweet 

 Boston College @BostonCollege · Feb 6 Sociology professor and 
economist @JulietSchor has been named a fellow of the @aaas, the 
world’s largest general scientific society. https://on.bc.edu/3RQ9eyB 
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BostonCollege/status/1622593362711674880/photo/1 
 ALT 49 18 403  46.6K    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 6  
Will you begin breaking the news that Keynes was right, that continuing 
compound investing to make multiplying money with little work is 
causing our global everywhere crises? https://synapse9.com/signals 
Replying to @JulietSchor @aaas and @BostonCollege   
  13  

148.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 6 

It’s disappointing to find today’s english science writers redefining the 
Greek roots of their words to mean quite the opposite of their old and 
still current meanings.  
 42   

149.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 5  

Nothing could be more important than why sustainabilty accounts 
defined the impact of investing in endless growth as zero. Collected 
research on major defects in the measures of sustainability, an EPA rules 
comment https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/JLH_EPA-accounting-
omissions.pdf… 
To  Likes, Replies,  
 Retweets, Views 
@ReutersUS @AP @CBSNews @UPI @AAPNews 1   
@SkyNewsBreak @HuffPostUK @HuffPostGreen 1  
@DailyMirror @Observer @TIME @BBCWorld 1  
@TheSun @guardian @Independent  
@FT @TelegraphNews @DanHannanMEP 
@standardnews @anntreneman @DailyMail  1  
@thetimes @MatthewParris3 
@Reuters @ReutersWorld @ReutersLegal 

150.  2 
 

 
  Soto² - @ki_cog@mstdn.social   @ki_cog  · Feb 4  

Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw 
My main thesis is that Western rationality has conquered civilization and 
abstraction by mechanical thinking and technologies. That is thinking 
forms before processes. But we have reach now the peak of 
objectivation and we should interpretatively reverse the equation. 1/2 
2 1 1   9   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 5 
 Replying to @ki_cog 
Well, we’ve certainly reached the peak of usefulness for some way of 
thinking!! Might you see ‘conceptualization’ as what leads to 
‘objectification,’ as user created assemblies of natural patterns 
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reimagined and taken out of context?  
2 

151.  4 
 

 
 J.L. Henshaw  @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 5 to ~144 in 33 Tweets 

Finally found a place and time to collect my research on the major defect 
in the measures of environmental impacts, in an EPA comment, that they 
don’t count the responsibility of the decision-makers! 
https://synapse9.com/_r3ref/JLH_EPA-accounting-omissions.pdf 
To  Likes, Replies,  
 Retweets, Views 
@SpeakerMcCarthy @JohnKerry @EPA @BloombergNRG 
@JohnKerry  2  
@NewYorker @nybooks @zeynep 8  
@Mbr_EvO @ShiverTweet @white_owly @veenaji @nytimes  1  2   13 
@veenaji @volansjohn @VanessaSpedding @TheSideViewCo  1  1 2 13  
@UNSDSN @gelderon52 @UNFCCC @fos_uhh 
@ClimateReality @SecBlinken @SamoBurja @sustain_agenda 
@queckenbert @quentin_fabre @queckenbert @recca_carec     28  
@ISSSMeeting @PolEcoNet  2 
@NewEconomics @Nature @nadiabaltimore @ClubOfRome… 
@NoraBateson @arne__ness @PaN_BES @Revelator_News… 6  
@_ppmv @MaryHeglar @onthemedia @MrMatthewTodd…    21 
@ckrosinsky @juliettekayyem @BLorraineSmith @splcenter …    26  
@Sustainable2050 @KateAronoff @FredKrupp… 
@janosbetko @WilliamJBroad @ProfSteveKeen… 
@postgrowth @JensPetersson9 @JefimVogel… 1   30 
@TheCharlesIsidi @gfriend… 
@HillaryClinton @M_Heffernan @ianbremmer… 4  
@fionaharvey @HelpfulTangent @hausfath… 
@jasonhickel @MaryHeglar @HelpfulTangent… 1   54  
@GuduleMartens @ayanaeliza @NJHagens… 5  
@profplum99 @GretaThunberg @globalagoras 1   
@USAmbUN @CharlieJGardner @GretaThunberg… 5  
@wimgrommen @CodeRedEarth @g_kallis…    9  
@Phil_Free_ @c4unwn @UNEP_FI… 1 1  41 
@EcoWatch @Earthjustice @ayanaeliza… 3  
@WRIEnergy @zoe_institute @e2dot7182818284  1   15 
@EliotJacobson @ecofootnotes @ExtinctionR 5 
@Soulscompanion @dwallacewells  1 1 56 20 
@ClimateHuman @JustCollapse @CharlieJGardner… 2  
@CodeRedEarth @UCSUSA @ClimateHuman     11  
@ianbremmer @NoraBateson @bradplumer @aleksj     48  
@aleksj @antlerboy @USAmbUN @neildavidson 1   22 
@Collapse_Club @ClimateDad77 @neiltyson    13 
@cognitivepolicy @CapInstitute @KateRaworth 7 2 

152.    
 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 4 
Wouldn't it be novel to assign responsibility for economic impacts to 
financial decision makers, rather than to the operations they select to 
maximize their profit growth? 
1  47   

153.  2 
 

 
  Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Feb 3 

Heading out to give a talk about how to regenerate the Earth in 
Markham, Ontario... as we help weave the bioregion that is the Greater 
Toronto Area. 
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cognitivepolicy/status/1621634945100795904/photo/1  
1 1 20    722    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 4 
 Replying to @cognitivepolicy 
Great! Do you now occasionally mention that growth only climaxes in a 
system’s peak strength, vitality, and longevity if what brings its growth to 
an end is its resources being instead used to help it grow up – the 
responsiveness of things that learn to care for themselves. 
1    28  

154.  4 
 

 
  Peter Dynes   @PGDynes  · Feb 4 

There was a time when everything that was needed to exist could be 
sourced locally. Now it's near impossible to exist without a global supply 
chain ( the cargo cult) powered by fuels which ultimately are an 
existential threat. 

    
PGDynes/status/1621919818600300545/photo/1  
65 207 680   20.9K   

155.  4 
 

 
  Matthew Pirkowski   @MattPirkowski  · Feb 3 

There exists no shorter path to contemporary ridicule than to pursue 
novel comprehension that will one day be accepted universally, then 
dismissed as obvious. 
8 8 36    2,946    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 4 
 Replying to @MattPirkowski 
I do agree with @james__jenko that calling the long trail of acceptance 
the shortest path to ridicule is over-reaching, though it could also be 
seen as the humor needed in pursuing novel comprehension. 
1    45   
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 4 
 Replying to @MattPirkowski @NoraBateson 
Gee, that’s interesting. I see it in how we’re so challenged mentally to 
understand truths we know intuitively, like automatically knowing to 
care for what we create, but rationally think it’s profitable to destroy our 
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planet as fast as we can, too. 
   13  

156.  2 
 

 
  Soto²  - @ki_cog@mstdn.social   @ki_cog  · Feb 4 

 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw 
May be because making rhythms combine freely forms and processes, 
processes and forms, which are at the core of the cognitive life's song. 
1 1 1    20   

157.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 4 

 Replying to @ki_cog 
Thanks, Just what I was looking for, that rhythms open our minds to 
natural forms, events, and feelings. Raw data is full of meaningful 
rhythm, lost by representing nature as equations. It may be a big part of 
why we don’t see the living forms on nature we’re disrupting… 
1 1    4   

158.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 4  

@RichardvReeves 
On WNYC you raised what’s happening to healthy boys and men in their 
traditional roles as our world erupts with positive and negative social 
change. First I’d say, be strong and care, you’re needed, care not capture 
is the new source of profit to carry us over. 
   7   

159.  3    Pol   @PolCapdevila90  · Oct 21, 2022 
Very happy to see our manuscript with #NicolaNoviello 
@DrChrisClements , @robin_freeman , @LouiseMcRae finally published 
in @EcographyJourna  
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.sire.ub.edu/doi/10.1111/ecog.06309…  
2 7   26     
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 3 
 Replying to @PolCapdevila90 @LPI_Science and 4 others 
The next step is to do the statistics showing how many animal lives of 
different kinds are lost for each share of world GDP. That's a doable 
statistic, because it statistically turns out that every purchase does use 
the whole economy. 
   17  

160.    
  nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Feb 3 

 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw Heartbeat?  
1 5  289    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 3 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
Ah yes, the heart beats and rhythms that even still remind us of passion 
and fear, and as @JohnBrisbin suggested, lots of walking, also liking the 
sometimes rhythmic steps needed to land one’s feet on solid ground! 
1    13  
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161.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 3 

Is Putin making himself the greatest war criminal of all time, banding 
together the authoritarian world to literally bankrupt and defeat the 
democratic west when it urgently needs world cooperation to survive? 
Likely a good movie even if the most tragic of all devious plans? 
   36   

162.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 3  

@mschwirtz 
Yes, Putin plays his people like a flute, but think about what he tells 
himself, ever more clearly, it’s banding together the authoritarian world 
when the west’s survival relies ever more on world cooperation, often 
saying his grand plan is working! Errors everywhere! 
   4   

163.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 2  

@SpeakerMcCarthy 
You’re an honest fellow but, we all get misinformation. The historical fact 
seems to be that Mr bin Laden attacked us because he thought we had 
desecrated his sacred places and went nuts. So…”Things happen” may be 
just as good an explanation for it as any! 

164.  4 
 

 
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Feb 2 

Wonder why humans became so expressive in using rhythm. Was it from 
chants and song, a way people sitting could join the dance, imitating bird 
calls, playing with sticks around the fire, becoming a language? 
5 1 4    440   Show more replies   

165.  4 
 

 
      Peter Dynes   @PGDynes  · Jan 29 
Permafrost soils contain huge ice wedges - when these melt the land 
above just collapses releasing methane but also destroying the forest on 
top. This process is accelerating in the Arctic cycle. A double whammy. 

    
PGDynes/status/1619843046144892933/photo/1  
38 300 537   26K   Show more replies   

166.  2  
  julian sheppard   @JxSheppard  · Jan 31  

Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw @Mustelmarez and @PGDynes No. 
  nationalgeographic.com Arctic permafrost is thawing fast. That affects 
us all. As the frozen ground warms much faster than expected, it’s 
reshaping the landscape–and releasing carbon gases that fuel global 
warming. 
 3 1 1    39   

167.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 31 

 Replying to @JxSheppard @Mustelmarez and @PGDynes 
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This is the same crater, a few decades (?) earlier, when the remains of 
them undermined forest and soils are still on the ice, so the melting ice 
apparently somehow washes itself clean!  

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1620608745377239040/photo/1 
 1    5   

168.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 31 

 Replying to @JxSheppard @Mustelmarez and @PGDynes 
Ah, that image is indeed linked and labeled, National Geographic. The 
first I saw was from Peter, without that! Anyway thanks. I’ll try to find 
the source. 
   3   

169.    
  Liam Proven   @lproven  · Jan 31 

 Replying to @JLydiaHenshaw @JxSheppard and 2 others  
There is a link to the article in the message you are 
 Replying to. And also down the thread from the original post, too. 
1    27    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 31 
 Replying to @lproven @JxSheppard and 2 others  
Nowhere on this thread up or down 
2    15  

170.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 31  

@BrianLehrer 
The notion of "carbon footprinting" Food content at a restaurant is 
bogus, false, misleading, and dishonest. MONEY spent is a far more 
accurate measure of the CO2 produced per dollar by the world economy 
delivering the goods, roughly 16 oz/$ 
 2   

171.  3  
  edoardo   @edisuc  · Jan 20 

Once upon a time, there was a slogan: "don't be evil". I can't remember 
who used it. 
Quote Tweet 

 Daniel Roberts @readDanwrite · Jan 20 
Google NYC employees who arrived at the office early this morning stood 
in a line to test their badges-- if light turned red, it meant you had been 
laid off. if green, you were safe. Readers added context they thought 
people might want to know Laid-off Google employees were notified of 
their termination by email overnight. Those that didn’t check their email 
before going in to work did not realize that they had been terminated 
until they tried to use their access badges. npr.org/2023/01/20/115… Do 
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you find this helpful?  Rate it   
2 1 2   199  
= 

  Aleks Jakulin   @aleksj  · Jan 21 
 Replying to @edisuc @paultoo came up with it, and he left Google long 
before they removed the motto.    
en.m.wikipedia.org Don't be evil - Wikipedia  
1 1    44   
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 30 
 Replying to @edisuc @aleksj 
sure to happen, multiply anything good far enough and it destroys you 
   26  

172.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 30 

 Replying to @aleksj @edisuc and @paultoo 
That I guess was like GE giving up its proud “Progress is our most 
important product” slogan just as the disasters of progress were coming 
out in the 60s. 
1    28   

173.  4 
 

 
  Peter Dynes   @PGDynes  · Jan 28  

As long as fossil fuel companies have more influence over government 
policy than the electorate - Earth will continue to be driven down this 
ecocidal path. System change is required. 
64 318 827  25.1K  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 30 
 Replying to @PGDynes 
Quite incorrect. It’s not the fossil fuel biz against society, it’s society dead 
against changing the boundless growth system, that fossil is a key 
ingredient for, … so long as no one’s talking about a realistic way to do 
it… 
   2  

174.  3  
  Benjamin P. Taylor @antlerboy@mastodon.social   @antlerboy  · 

Jan 30 
My todo list is in Roam. But urgent UGENT todo list is in Notepad, always 
open (also useful for paste-and-cut to quickly strip formatting). 
Nowadays I'm switching desktop/laptop more - what's something I can 
use, like, Notepad, which can also synch across computers? 
15 1 1    3,778    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 30 
 Replying to @antlerboy 
You’re a heavy user, aren’t you? Why not just use an app on a full service 
device. Then switching can be seamless, except with unfortunate 
necessary tools like LinkedIn that keeps erasing the drafts I’m in the 
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middle of… 
1 1    54  

175.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 30  

@ShawnHubler 
The story of growing gun violence in a peaceful society is peculiar in 
many ways. It ignores the gun mania that presents using guns to relieve 
personal traumas, the amazing demand for guns for it, and the societal 
trauma from growing rates of disruptive change. Weird 

176.    
   J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 29  

@NewYorker 
the crazy gyrations of woke dialectics. Dear me it’s just a contraction of 
“awoken” as having become conscious, then used to mean aware of 
some spreading consciousness. Most other uses are incorrect or ad 
hominem insults. 
   3   

177.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 28 

The web is indeed morphing in stranger and stranger ways. Is it from ai 
being trained ever more on ai, kind of losing track of what to follow? Or 
is it from just the natural behavior of money? 
   52  

178.  4 
 

 
  Nathan John Hagens   @NJHagens  · Jan 27 

We are increasingly directing more energy and resources towards 
delivering the energy and resources the rest of society demands. In this 
week's Frankly I give a birds eye overview of how a 'Mordor Economy' 
might evolve and what it implies: 

  
https://t.co/1CGGzB4WEf, https://t.co/QwjrmssP8t  
The Mordor Economy | Frankly #23 This week, Nate walks through the 
path we are currently on en route to the Great Simplification - a path 
towards a “Mordor Economy”. Based on data from colle... 
9 19 66   4,904    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 28 
 Replying to @NJHagens 
Well, yes is true, that growing use of anything starts off being ever 
cheaper then ever more costly till it stops. The most precious resource is 
good organization, though, that isn’t spent by being used. Maybe we 
need some of that, both plentiful and scarce. 
   21  

179.  4 
 

 
  nora bateson   @NoraBateson  · Jan 28 

The misplacement of preferred characteristics: "Trust" is not necessarily 
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a good thing in a world of manipulations. "Compassion" is not necessarily 
packaged in non violence in a world of us vs them. "Fear" is often healthy 
& its absence can be deadly. All require context. 
14 51 151  9,166    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 28 
 Replying to @NoraBateson 
Many inconsistencies of meaning come from natural differences in 
circumstance. The most consistent source a lies of meaning come from 
the power on human concepts formed detached from their contexts, 
often out of whole cloth as fabrics of lies. 
1    48  

180.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 27  

@bencasselman 
Didn't you know that it's taking growth well beyond sustainable limits, 
dreaming of limitless wealth without work, doing the world of destroying 
our home and future? Multiplying profit is impoverishing us all. It must 
be some mistake, no??? http://synapse9.com/signals 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  

   
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1618965496778612737/photo/2  
  3   

181.  3  
  Sophie Gabrielle   @CodeRedEarth  · Jan 26 

Exactly this Many people don't even know what 'neoliberalism' means - 
they have no idea. 
Quote Tweet 

 Justin McAffee @McAffee · Jan 26 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
The worldview of the ruling class has become the universal dominant 
ideology of civilization as we know it. This is why we are trying to solve 
climate within the framework of neoliberalism… but it won’t work. 
3 5 24    706    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 26 
 Replying to @CodeRedEarth 
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Might the comeuppance come the people who run the system though? 
They’re mostly successful professionals hired for their ability to steer 
systems for their profitability, now rapidly destroying the natural capital! 
But will they notice that future profit is in caring for them. 
1    13  

182.  4 

2 

 
  Wim Grommen   @wimgrommen  · Jan 23 

Fortunately America has solid dept management: Solid as a rock 

   
 wimgrommen/status/1617639675753267201/photo/1  
8 19 33   ,432    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 24 
 Replying to @LuizMariano23 and @NoraBateson 
Hear no evil, see no evil, say no evil 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1617909803929698306/photo/1  
1 1    46  

183.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 24  

@overbye 
About physics and the future, shouldn’t that include how physics 
includes so little information on the natural effect of multiplying the use 
of its tools they’re rapidly destroying the planet? 
   2   

184.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 24 

It’s been difficult to define what “circular economy” means. Perhaps 
systems science could help simplify. What’s literally achievable is circular 
money, eliminating the growth of resource tokens, by using the profits of 
the economy for better things, and let the healing begin. 
   37   

185.  4 
 

 
  Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Jan 23 

Had a nice chat with some new friends who want to regenerate all of the 
watersheds in the Rift Valley of Africa... A quiet movement is taking hold 
in human consciousness to regenerate the planet. 
5 5 60   2,593  
= 

    J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 23 
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 Replying to @cognitivepolicy 
It’s inspiring what is emerging, but it’s missing one thing, changing the 
system doing more damage than healing can overcome. Look at the 
curve. There is steering built into growth system that lets most climax 
their growth with caring for itself! Show you where! 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1616791574188261376/photo/1  

  
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1639104360755134466/photo/1  
  38  

186.    
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 23  

@BrianLehrer 
I must dispute the Giuliani claim to causing the great change of New York 
becoming a friendly, safe place. It was caused by a citywide revulsion 
with crack culture 4 years before the now profoundly disgraced mayor 
was inaugurated 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1617563500221726720/photo/1  
  4   

187.  3  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 21 

Wonder why we don’t read more meanings of words from what their 
parts say, like “in” combined with “tell,” “form,” and “spir” all seem to 
refer to what literally happens “in” our minds, as in-tell-gence, in-form-
ation , and in-spir-ation, as telling, forming and spiraling? 
1   45 

188.    
     J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 21  
@PeteButtigieg 
Go Pete! Crises need insight, coming clean, humor, reasonable and 
proportionate compassionate true solutions. The rules that stick are ones 
that clearly benefit the whole. What about stabilizing a manageable 
capacity that all can reasonably profit from? 
   7   
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189.  4 
 

 
  Joe Brewer   @cognitivepolicy  · Jan 21 

Feeling into the future with my daughter always on my mind... as we 
prepare for an intense journey to the Great Lakes and lay out the 
welcome mat for a design school to regenerate Earth. 

   
cognitivepolicy/status/1616735206551048192/photo/1  
3 2 37  1,333    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 21 
 Replying to @cognitivepolicy 
Wow! That’s daring. Wish you very well. Also think you might get fresh 
ideas from the interesting chatGPT responses to my questions asked 
about economic growth. It remarkably seems to have an “open mind” 
about “natural growth.” http://synapse9.com/_ref2  

  
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1616791574188261376/photo/1  
   20  

190.  4 
 

 
  Wim Grommen   @wimgrommen  · Jan 21 

Veel politieke partijen hebben zich uitgeleverd aan lobbyisten van 
multinationals Het is niet verstandig om basisvoorzieningen van 
samenleving, zoals water, voedsel, electriciteit, gas, gezondheidszorg, 
onderwijs, vervoer en pensioen te privatiseren Doodvonnis voor 
samenleving 

   
wimgrommen/status/1616768503842996224/photo/1  
8 47 92   3,703    
= 

  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 21 
 Replying to @wimgrommen 
Curiouser and curiouser, the aim to create the greatest good for the 
greatest number picked the endless compounding of profits and ever-
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growing consumption for a few and impacts for all, undermining its own 
foundation! That’s maybe the key irony!! http://synapse9.com/signals 
 JLydiaHenshaw/status/1616788963527917568/photo/1  
   43  

191. 2023 
01-21 

  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 21  

@WilliamJBroad 
William, over 50 years I madevone after another finding about the nature 
of emerging uncontrolled systems. Curiously I can’t get scientists to 
discuss a one, like the constant ratio between GDP and its earth impact 
growth rates. Interested? http://synapse9.com/signals 

    
JLydiaHenshaw/status/1616788963527917568/photo/1  
 7   

192. 2023 
01-21 

  
  J.L. Henshaw   @JLydiaHenshaw  · Jan 21 

I guess what upsets Russia is having the ancient Serbian homeland find 
its original vision in freedom, rather than the servitude that usurped 
power, as power will do. 
 44   

193. 2023 
01-20 

4 
 

 
  David Baum   @Collapse_Club  · Jan 20 

Top-of-mind risks, for today: – Long COVID kills many, long-term. – H5N1 
avian flu kills many, short-term. – Russia goes nuclear over Crimea. – 
Summer 2023 wet-bulb temps kill many. – Breadbasket failures cause 
famine. – Melting poles flood everything. So, how does one deal? 
11 9 60   2,572  Show more replies 

 


